Phenology Network Leaders
Agenda and Discussion Guide
Friday, September 19, 2016
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 10:04 am AZ/Pacific
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO), Jean Linsner (Chicago 606 Project), Sandy DiSimone (CA Audubon)
Celebrate an achievement!
Jean had a donor event and was able to introduce them to phenology- was a new topic for most!
Sandy (Audubon) – having some conflicting info from national Audubon, wanting them to use their system rather
than NN. But her supervisor and herself are really advocating for using NN. The national system only tracks info
on one species. And they prefer NN because it is user friendly and hosts a database with multiple species.
Discussion Topics: Advanced Training topics. Anyone do them?
Jean has a question about how many individuals to ask people to observe.
Sandy says it took people a long time to get up to speed with the protocols.
Abundance data for birds and plants would be nice to be able to visualize (Sandy)
Advanced trainings were hard to get people together – scheduling was difficult.
Training on methodology – short video clip could also be helpful to display this. LA could take some footage from
next weekend to make this!
More detailed training, to deepen the experience on bird trainings. Looking at calls and other behaviors.
Translating it from what they are used to doing to making detailed observation
Observation skills in observation need to be pretty good.
Habitat dependent, too, more observable when shrubs are present then trees.
Send a list of questions to the birders regarding skills and things to share with observers. Look at eBird advanced
training
How to post things online pictures for people to look at – LA mentioned that this is what the Starr ranch folks had
difficult with canopy cover. Varies by species. Found it best to take people outside and show them.
Dis-allusion to find out that NPN doesn’t use the data – make sure to build that into the intro. Vis tools are useful,
just being clear about seasonal changes – they can see the trends that are happening. Using this to keep
volunteers engaged
Add a topic to a future discussion – how to “nudge” volunteers to collect and enter their data. Keeping their spirits
and interest up when this is year round.
Thanks everyone! Talk to you next month!
Meeting Adjourned – am AZ/Pacific.
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